Window Nation’s customer testimonials (the home owner’s point of view):
“We were in the market for new windows for our home and a couple people in our
development referred us to Window Nation, the company that installed their windows.
We met with Home Depot and Renewal by Anderson but Window Nation had a cruise gift
if we purchased the whole house, which was about 15 windows. The cruise was a great
incentive to purchase with them and the windows turned out great, we will definitely be
referring them business.”
-Cathy Smith
“We called a few different window companies to our house to give us a quote for new
windows. We met with Window Nation, I think we saw them in a newspaper ad, and at the
time they had a promotion giving away a few cruise vacations as a bonus to purchase
with them. That seemed like the best offer to us so we bought the whole house full of
windows to qualify for the cruise. The windows turned out really nice and we’ve already
started our booking process.”
- Laurel Warfield
“We decided to use Window Nation to install new windows in our home because they
offered us a cruise as part of the package. We are very pleased with our experience and
the travel people have been very easy to work with.”
-Noura Bizri
“I had 4 companies come out to my house to give a bid for new windows. My house here
in D.C. was built in 1917 with the original windows. My top two choice came down to
Window Nation and Thompson Creek. The rep from Window Nation said if I could pay in
cash for the 16 windows I would receive a cruise certificate as a gift from the
manufacturer. In my mind that was over a $1,000 dollar value so I pulled the trigger. My
windows are great, the heat stays in, the noise is gone, the glass doesn’t rattle anymore
and I get to go on a cruise vacation this year! I’m very pleased with my choice.”
-Tony Jimenez
“I heard about Window Nation when I was looking at different window companies to
replace my old windows. Their office here in North Carolina came out to my house and
offered me a free cruise vacation as an incentive. I ended up purchasing the windows to
get the cruise, otherwise I would have gone with a less expensive company.”
-John Thurston

“We were looking at different window companies to get half the house done. Window
Nation presented us a cruise as an incentive to buy and it did sway our decision. We
found out we can take it right out of Baltimore so we scheduled it for August of this year
are we’re very excited. The customer service from the cruise company has been
excellent.”
-Diane Costello
“We looked at a few different companies for new windows but decided to purchase with
Window Nation because of the cruise offer they had at the time.”
-Peter and Kacy Schloop
“We bought new windows with Window Nation to get a cruise that they were offering at
the time. My wife is a hair dresser and has referred two of her clients so they can get the
cruise as well.”
-Mark & Aesin Patrick
“My husband and I met with many different window companies to replace our old
windows. It came down to Renewal by Anderson and Window Nation. The sales rep from
Window Nation said , “you know if you get your windows installed through us you will
receive a cruise!” We love to travel we couldn’t believe it! We then knew that Window
Nation would be the right choice. We got our windows installed and to be honest we are
very satisfied. After installation my husband and I waited for our cruise voucher but it
never came and we wondered if it was just a gimmick. We ended up calling Alex at
Window Nation and she apologized saying that it was an oversight and we received our
voucher shortly thereafter. After speaking with the cruise rep I can see how fantastic the
cruise voucher is and we cannot wait to go on it, thank you.”
-Cynthia Watts
“It was time I needed to purchase new windows for my house. I heard a few different
window companies on the radio, Window Nation, Renewal By Andersen and Thompson
Creek. I met with all three, but Window Nation was giving away a cruise a gift at the
time. The rep from Window Nation told me, “by the way your eligible for the cruise, you
qualified”, when I was getting ready to sign the agreement. I couldn’t believe it. I was
going to look at one other company but decided Window Nation was the right decision,
so I cancelled it. I’m very happy with my new windows, I got the whole house done
except for two. I’m even more excited about the cruise.”
-James Martin
“A friend referred us to Window Nation. They just so happen to be running a special
promotion at the time and were offering a cruise if we bought a certain amount of
windows through them. With the offer we knew we didn’t need to look into any other
companies.”

-Brian & Sharon Smith

“Window Nation came to my door while we were doing a remodel and I was looking at a
couple of other companies and had a few other bids, but Window Nation came in and
offered a bid and a cruise as well. We were offered the cruise because we qualified with
all brand new windows and a French door installed in our basement and they had a few
cruises for a special promotion of the first 10 customers or something, so we totally
lucked out. We decided to make the purchase with Window Nation to get the cruise.
They told me the cruise is transferrable, but I said, hell no, I’m not going to give it away. I
was very excited, I’m glad Window Nation came to us when they did.”
-Pattie & Ralph Scronce
“I was shopping around for windows and I was looking at Window Nation. When they
were giving me a bid and mentioned if I signed the deal right now I would receive a
cruise, so I did. Yes, I looked into a few other companies, but Window Nation offered me
more value with the cruise.”
-Mariano Sandov
“The sales guy came out from Window Nation to give me an estimate and while he was
here at the house he mentioned that if I buy now, he had a special deal in the form of a
cruise vacation to give me. So I jumped on the opportunity so I could receive the cruise.
Even though I looked into other companies I felt happiest deciding on Window Nation.”
-Sherri Gall
“A rep from Window Nation nocked on our door to let us know some neighbors were
getting some window’s replaced by them. We just bought our house this summer and
the original aluminum windows from 1976 were desperately in need of replacing. We had
called a few other companies, but we decided to replace all 20 windows with Window
Nation because of the free cruise they were offering. The cruise definitely helped with
our decision to spend all that money with them. We now love our windows, the noise has
gone away, the house stays warmer and we get to go on this amazing vacation!”

-Jessica & Jeff McQueen
“My husband and I looked into purchasing new windows for our home and one of
the companies that gave us a bid was Window Nation. The timing was great
because we were going to plan a cruise vacation anyways. The rep from Window
Nation explained the certificate and that we had to purchase over $5000k in
windows so we made certain to do that. Because of the cruise we knew Window
Nation was the right choice.”

-Donna Durm

“I received 4 or 5 bids for new windows in my home. I couldn’t believe how
flipping expensive they were but they had to be replaced. It was the last thing I
wanted to spend my money on. But then Window Nation came out and offered
me a cruise as a thank you gift. I liked a few of the different companies I met with
but I chose Window Nation to do the project because of the cruise. The cruise
was definitely my incentive to work with them and I’m very excited about it.”
-Kimberly Tello
“Window Nation was running a special at the time, if your bought a specific amount of
windows you were eligible for the cruise certificate. To be honest we looked into a few
other companies and I was leaning towards someone else, but when Window Nation
offered us the cruise I decided to go with them specifically to receive the offer. We are
thrilled to have been shopping around and find Window Nation when we did.”
-Jon & Roxie Thomas
“I was looking at buying a new Bay window for my house. I couldn’t believe how
expensive they are, I could have installed a whole house of windows for the price of one
Bay window. But then the sales guy offered a free cruise and that’s what triggered the
purchase. He later showed me it was more of a discounted cruise, but a really good offer
and I’m very happy with it.”
-Paul Carder
“We were looking into purchasing new windows and Window Nation had a special
promotion, if we bought a certain amount of windows we would receive a cruise! We
looked into four other companies but ended up choosing Window Nation because they
had the cruise, and seemed to have the best service.”
- Li-Ping Hwang
“Window Nation was having a special, if you bought a certain amount of windows you
would receive a cruise out of the deal so we jumped on it and bought up all the windows
we needed. We will probably take the Royal Caribbean cruise because we have been on
that one before and really liked it.”
- Kevin Hild
“I was shopping around for a new Bay Window for our home. I looked into a lot of other
companies and most of them were cheaper than Window Nation, but Window Nation sold
me because of the cruise. Not too many other companies are offering a cruise. We got

really lucky too because the sales guy checked on the cruise certificate at his office and I
guess a customer that was supposed to receive the last one had dropped out!”
- Paul & Winona Carder
“We received a few bids for new windows for our house. One of the companies in the
middle of shopping for new windows was Window Nation. They offered us a cruise as an
incentive for a 1st time bid, we said yes. We had no idea they would be offering a cruise
and it was definitely the reason we said yes that night. We just received our certificate
but I still have to talk the wife into doing this trip, she gets sea sick. I think she’ll come
around!”
- Ken Klotz
“The sales person said if we bought over $5000 we qualified for the cruise so we decided
right on the spot. The windows are great but they are working on fixing the screens
right now, there is still a little gap but Window Nation is making it right, so we are happy.
We’ve never cruised before and we are very excited.”
-Deborah and Kenneth Loughry
“We purchased some windows and siding from Window Nation because of this cruise
they were offering. We met with a few different companies, but when we met with
Window Nation they had so much more to offer. We qualified for the cruise because of
all the money we were spending. The cruise was a big deal for us.”
- David and Wanda Lawson
“The cruise from Window Nation was a promotion that was part of the overall package of
purchasing with them. Window Nation was the 3rd company I met with but they had a
cruise that was used as an incentive for me to purchase the windows. The cruise was
one of the things that helped me make my decision to buy the windows from them as
opposed the other companies I met with.”
-Robert Lardizabal
“We must have bought enough windows to get the cruise! All of a sudden we started
talking about vacations and the sales rep from Window Nation pulled out a cruise and
said we qualified to receive it. Talk about icing on the cake.”
-Rich Carter
“We live here in Ohio and met with a company called Window Nation to get a quote on
some windows. The sales person discussed this fabulous cruise option they had which
was the incentive to get the ball rolling. We’ve never been offered anything like this. It
was the reason my family chose to buy the windows from Window Nation. To my
surprise the travel company was very responsive and very helpful.”

-Irene Fries
“Because of the cruise we received from Window Nation we will not look into any other
window companies when we go to purchase the other half of the house. We look forward
to taking our cruise to the Western Caribbean the first of the year”
-Jeanne Clark
“When Window Nation came out to give us a bid and see what we needed, they offered
us a cruise if we purchased. My husband did all the negotiating with Window Nation and
the other window companies but decided to purchase with them because of the cruise
vacation. When he told me we were going to be traveling on a cruise, I was so excited.”
-Susan Klatt
“My husband found Window Nation through an Ad. We had been looking into a lot of
other companies and were starting to get frustrated about the whole process, but
Window Nation made everything easy for us. When the sales guy came by from Window
Nation to give us an estimate he mentioned a cruise vacation. After hearing that we
wanted to take the deal and the cruise, so the sales guy called the office to see if they
still had more cruise certificates available. We ended up getting the certificate, obviously
because we are special!”
-John & Sarah McDonald
“The sales guy from Window Nation was probably one of the nicest sales guy’s I’ve ever
encountered. He offered us a cruise if we spent enough money. It is such a wonderful
opportunity, my wife has never cruised before and I’ve been on three. We are both very
excited. I have ever been offered something like this from a company. I looked into a few
other companies, but chose Window Nation because of their customer service and the
cruise vacation. We are planning the cruise next year, just after the holidays.”
-George & Jeanne Clark
“We received a cruise because we spent a certain amount of money on buying new
windows from Window Nation. A friend of ours told us about the cruise through window
nation, if you ordered windows you get a cruise. After looking into several other
companies we chose Window Nation to get the cruise.”
-Ray & Elizabeth Gass
“We specifically asked the sales guy for the cruise because we saw it advertised on a
flyer. The cruise was what initially sparked our interest. We looked into a few other
companies but Window Nation had the most to offer. We chose Window Nation because
of the price, level of service and the cruise.”
-Lianxan Che

“A friend of mine that works at the call center at Window Nation told me about the
promotion with the cruise vacation. We were in need of windows anyways so it worked
out perfect. We are using the cruise for our 2 year anniversary, it’s the perfect timing to
treat my wife. We purchased the windows to get the cruise and couldn’t be happier with
both.”
-Melvin Lynch
“I looked into a lot of companies to replace my windows. I shopped around and finally
met with a company called Window Nation. The rep mentions they were offering a deal
that if you spent over 5k on windows, that day, you would get a cruise trip. I liked that
offer and thought, I really lucked out! I purchased with Window Nation because of the
cruise. Now I just have to figure out if I’m taking the cruise with my daughter or giving it
to my Mom and Dad.”
-Patricia Michalski
“We were looking to replace all the windows in our home and called a few different
companies. Window Nation was one of the companies we had to our home. At the time,
they just so happened to be giving away a cruise vacation with the purchase of a whole
house of windows. The sales rep said they only had a few left so we decided quickly to
make the purchase with Window Nation. Talk about right place at the right time.”
-Bob Krug
“We are having all the windows replaced in our home. We heard about the cruise and
thought, Man, if we are spending all of this money on windows we should get a cruise!
We signed up as part of a promotion to receive the cruise and chose Window Nation over
3 other companies.”
-David Lucia
“When the sales guy from Widow Nation came out to do the estimate and sell me
windows, he offered me the cruise if I chose a specific window. I looked into enough
companies and ended up going with Window Nation over everyone else because I heard
they do good work and the cruise was the bonus to choose them.”
-Otha Vines
“Window Nation infiltrated our neighborhood and offered us the cruise certificate
because we were one of the first people to sign up and go with them over the 4 other
window companies we looked into. We are having all our windows replaced and we
decided to go with Window Nation because of the cruise. My wife and I are definitely
excited for the cruise!”
-Mark Patrick

"Our house is 30 years old so our windows needed an upgrade. A guy stopped by our
house from Window Nation and offered us a free quote so we had one of their sales reps
out to see what they had to say. The sales rep said that if we bought 10 windows we
would receive a cruise vacation, which was a huge incentive for us. We only had 9
windows so the sales rep said he had 1 cruise certificate left for the next person that
purchased $5,000 or more. We jumped at the opportunity because we already had a
cruise booked to the Western Caribbean in June and now we get to use this cruise
certificate to go to the Eastern Caribbean this fall. Without the cruise incentive we
wouldn't have purchased, we would have put the project off."
-Laurie Baker
"Because the cruise was definitely the incentive for us to do business with Window
Nation as opposed to what the other companies were offering, the cruise was very
important to us. We are going to take our daughter for our family vacation and we
already have our trip booked! The travel consultant was very helpful mapping out our
vacation and the whole process was really easy. We are very thankful."
-David Cook
"I had a few windows replaced in my house and Window Nation was a offering a cruise
certificate as part of the deal. I was looking into several other companies for a while.
When making my final decision I decided to go with Window Nation because of the
cruise, that really sealed the deal."
-Nancy Andrews
"We used Windows Nation and bought a house full of windows and they had this cruise
package. We shopped around but the cruise in the package sealed the deal…. and hell
no, I'm not transferring the certificate, I have never been on a cruise!"
-Ed Doherty
"Windows Nation was our first choice because we have used them in the past. This is
the first time they have offered us the cruise and they can expect return business
because of it. The certificate was definitely a surprise to use, such a great offer."
-Beverly & Griffin Kirk
"I looked into several other companies when replacing our windows and had a lot of
other offers that were really good. We decided to go with Window Nation specifically
because of the cruise… We are happy we did because they did a great job."

-Todd Johns

"We heard a radio ad and decided to meet with Window Nation to replace our old
windows. We met with 3 other window companies but Window Nation had a special offer,
if we did our whole house we qualified for a cruise vacation and they only had 10 or 20 of
them. We defiantly went with Window Nation because of the cruise offer. The installers
where great and the windows turned out really nice."
David Cook

"We had 19 windows installed from Window Nation and they did a great job. We
met with a number of companies but chose them because of the quality and wood
grain element that matched our home. The pricing was similar between all the
companies we met with however the Window Nation rep explained they had a few
cruise certificates left over from a home & garden show and we would receive it if
we purchased. We thought the timing was perfect because we have some good
friends going on a cruise next April and we'll be able to use the certificate to join
them."
-Rich Schreiner
"The salesman said he was top salesperson in his district and was awarded a cruise that
he was going to give to his next customer. We looked at 3 other window companies but
decided to go with Window Nation because of the quality, price and cruise. We had 13
windows installed and we're very happy. We are going to take our cruise in September."
-Rocklyn Campbell

"I'm a first time home owner and needed new windows for the home, I saw an ad
in the paper and Window Nation came out to our home with a ton of information.
They offered me a cruise vacation and I decided to purchase with them because
of it."
-Theresa Lyon

